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Selling Open-end vs. Closed-End Funds

Open–End Fund

Total Assets

Monday

Total Assets

Tuesday

Closed-End Fund – No Leverage

Total Assets

Monday &Tuesday



Finance for $1,000 Alex

• An explanation for virtually any asset pricing 
anomaly.   

• What is liquidity Alex? 

• Municipal bond market is commonly held up as 
example of an illiquid market

• There are few trades (Harris and Piwowar (2006))

• Trades are expensive (especially retail trades)



A Theory for why we see Closed-End Funds?

• Allows investors to more efficiently own less liquid assets 

• (Cherkes, Sagi, Stanton (2008))

CEF Value = NAV 

+ Capitalized liquidity benefits 

– Capitalized manager’s fees

Some Factors in the Municipal Bond Market that may lead to large Capitalized Liquidity 
Benefits

1) In contrast to equity markets, in the municipal bond market it costs less to trade a 
large lot than it does to trade a small lot – allowing for efficiencies in trade.  

2) If a fund knows that it can hold a bond to maturity, the fund doesn’t have to trade 
(absent leverage). 

3) Closed-End Funds are exchange traded while municipals are traded OTC – perhaps 
leading to lower trading costs for a household that wants to own muni bonds.



In this paper we ask

1. Do CEFs hold less liquid assets?

2. Does CEF leverage interact with liquidity choices?

3. Do CEF earn a liquidity premium? 

– Today I will present preliminary results – subject to change 

– I’ll focus my discussion on pre-crisis data.



Measuring Liquidity
• We look at four measures of liquidity – I’ll focus on 

Dealer Markup = (Psell – Pbuy)/ Pbuy

• From Chalmers, Liu, and Wang (2018)



Some Sample Data

Pre-Crisis: 2001-2007

Means for 712 Open–End Funds

• TNA 660 mm

• Leverage 0

• Muni Holdings  200

• Maturity 13.7

• Annualized Q. Return 5.32%

• 3 month Mark up is .39%

• 12 month turnover is 14%

Means for 296 Closed-End Funds 

• TNA 390 mm

• Leverage 25%

• Muni Holdings 135

• Maturity 19.7

• Annualized Q. Return 7.56%

• 3 month Markup is .75%

• 12 month turnover is 11%



Do CEF hold less liquid assets and does Leverage 

matter? Questions 1&2 evidence is yes.



Do CEF Earn a liquidity premium? Not sure.  

(Quarterly Net Return pre-Crisis) (Table 4)



Do CEF Investors Earn a liquidity premium after adjusting 

for Risk Factors? (Quarterly Net Return - Table 6)

CEF Returns minus Open-End Returns regressed on 

Risk factors to test performance relative to OEFs by fund type

• Risk factors mostly load positively for CEF – perhaps liquidity in here too

• Constant term is a measure of performance after risk adjustment



Preliminary Findings

• We find convincing evidence 

– that CEF are holding less liquidity securities

– CEFs that employ leverage hold more liquid municipals

• At this point, it’s not clear

– whether investors are benefiting from a liquidity premium 

or

– whether CEF are taking more risk and earning higher 

returns but a non-positive alpha.



Extra Slides for Questions

• Rule 22e4

• Optionality

• OAS/OAD 

• States / sectors AA go and AA hospital

• Credit quality / lower of two



Calculating Transaction Costs – aka Net markups

• Estimate dealer markups from MSRB transaction data following (e.g. Green, 
Hollifield, Schürhoff (2007b))

a)  Immediate

b)  Round-trip

c)  FIFO 

Gross Markup=(Sale PriceWeighted Avg.-Purchase Price)/Purchase Price

Net Markup=Gross Markup – Return on Muni IndexMaturity Matched



Measuring Liquidity

• Spreads in yields, Spreads in prices 

– A five year and ten year bond both 5% annual coupons

5% Coupon

5 year 10 year

at 5% yld 100 100

at 4.95 100.22 100.39 ask

at 5.05 99.78 99.61 bid

$ spread 0.44 0.78

at 4.975 100.11 100.19 Ask

at 5.025 99.89 99.81 Bid

$ spread 0.22 0.38



Do CEF Earn a liquidity premium? Not sure.  

(Quarterly Net Return pre-Crisis) (Table 4)


